Standard biometrical genetical models of Mather and Jinks (1982) when made applicable to the means and variances of the 55 early generations produced by crossing four parents and six F1's in all possible combinations provide estimates of genetic parameters that can be used to predict the distributive properties of the first cycle inbreds and second cycle hybrids which could be extracted from any of these generations. Thus we can predict the inbreeding and outbreeding potentials of each generation in the early stages of a breeding programme and formulate the best breeding strategy for harnessing the full genetic potential of the breeding material and choosing the best end product. The 55 generations provide reliable estimates of the predictors and therefore should be used whenever possible. Simpler experiments consisting of the basic generations of the six single crosses, however, are sufficient for obtaining estimates of the predictors of the inbreds and can be used to predict their properties when information about the second cycle hybrids is not required or the remaining generations are not available. Replacement of the F2, backcross, three way cross and double cross generations with their randomly mated progenies is expected to improve the accuracy of predictions in the presence of a linkage disequilibrium. However, the gains made may not be justified against the costs of the additional breeding and the delay in making the predictions.
INTRODUCTION
During the last few years we have devised methods for predicting the inbreeding and outbreeding potentials of a cross between two pure breeding varieties (Jinks and Perkins, 1972; Jinks and Pooni, 1976; Pooni and Jinks, 1978; 1979; Toledo, Pooni and Jinks, l984a, b; Pooni, Jinks and Toledo, 1985) . These methods have proved to be highly reliable for making predictions on a wide range of materials (Coombs,1980; Tapsell and Thomas, 1983; Thomas and Tapsell, 1983) and equally so in simple and complex genetical situations. The information required for making these predictions is easily obtainable from the early generations of the cross.
In the present paper we extend these procedures to the first cycle inbred lines and second cycle hybrids which can be extracted from backcross, threeway cross and double cross populations produced by intercrossing of two, three and four parents respectively. We shall develop theoretical models which account for up to four alleles at any number of loci and utilize parameters that can be estimated from the early generations. We shall illustrate the theory by analysing experiments involving four inbred varieties of Nicotiana rust ica raised in 1978 and 1983. 2. GENERATIONS Pairwise crossing and selfing of each of four parental varieties and six possible F1's yield 55 unique families which can be produced in two seasons. These include 28 families which correspond with the P1, P2. F1, F2, B and B, generations of each of the six single crosses. Genetic and environmental variability of the means and variances of the six generations in each set, therefore, can be partitioned according to Mather and Jinks (1982) and predictions made following Jinks and Pooni (1976) and Toledo eta!. (1984a, b) . Such a model, however, assumes that each set of basic generations is independent of all others. It explicitly ignores the allelic relationships that exist between the different sets of basic generations.
The remaining 27 generations are multiple crosses between three or four parental varieties. Twelve of these generations are three way crosses of the type (P1 x P2) x P3, another twelve are double crosses with one parent common to the two F1's that produce the double cross of the type (P1 >< P2) x (P x P,) and three are double crosses that involve all four parents of the type (P1 x P,) x (P, x P) but different pairs of F1's. Segregation at any locus in these generations can involve up to four alleles simultaneously.
THEORET?CAL MODELS
Of the K loci that control genetic variability of a metrical trait let there be k (k K) loci for which the four parents have different alleles fixed among them. For some of these loci (k") the four parents will incorporate two alleles, for others (km) three alleles and for the rest (k1") four alleles such that k+k"'+k"= k. The remaining (K-k) loci will by definition have the same allele fixed in each parent and therefore they will not contribute to the genetic variability between parents and their crosses.
Loci with two a!!&es
Following Eberhart (1964) the k'1 loci are further divided into various groups depending upon the frequencies of alleles at each locus and their distribution among the parents. For example, the frequencies of A: a alleles at locus A/a can be : or or Further, there are eight phases in which AA or aa can be present amongst the four parents when their frequencies are or and another six phases when they are equally frequent.
However, only seven of these combinations are unique and the remaining seven are their mirror images as shown in table 1. Because everyone of the k loci is assigned to one of these seven phases we require 14 parameters to account for the additive and dominance effects of these seven groups of loci. We define these parameters as where d1 to d7 and h1 to h, are the additive and dominance parameters and d, (+d for AA and -d for aa) and h, (h for Aa) are the additive and dominance effects of individual loci. Also k'+ k'+ ... k'=k".
Contributions of the seven additive parameters to the means of the four parents are given in table 2. Expectations of the remaining generations can be obtained by substituting these coefficients for each of the seven groups of loci into the general formulae given by Mather and Jinks (1982) for the F1, F2 and backcross generations of a single cross. For most of the generations these expectations are the same as those given by Eberhart (1964) . Further, each parameter takes an internal sign and the constant m' is the mean of an F population where allelic frequencies are equal for each of the k" loci.
The corresponding expectations of the genetic variances for each generation are also obtained by using the respective formulae of Mather and Jinks (1982) for the F, and backcross variances. Here, we require 21 parameters, i.e., one D, one H and one F for each of the seven groups of loci and we denote them as Vd1 to Vd7, V/i1 to Vk, and Wdh1 to Wdh7, respectively. 
ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS
The number of parameters in the model described in section 3 is too large to be estimated from the generations we intend to use for making predictions. However, these parameters can be used to obtain the expectations of the statistics whose estimates we require for predicting the properties of first cycle iribreds and second cycle hybrids. Further, because the estimates of m, [d] and [hJ and D, H and F components (see Mather and Jinks, (1982) , for definitions) will normally be available from the generation means and generation variances of the basic generations of single crosses, we shall attempt to establish theoretical relationships between these and the new parameters.
The relationships between the components of means m, [d] (a) Three way crosses The corresponding symbols that will represent the second cycle hybrids, their mean and genetic variance are SCH, SCH and OSCH respectively. Again each of these will be labelled according to the source of origin.
5i. Random inbred lines from single crosses
We have described on numerous occasions the theory and practice of predicting the properties of random samples of recombinant inbred lines which can be extracted from single crosses by the methods of single seed descent, pedigree inbreeding and dihaploidy (see Jinks and Pooni, 1976; 1981; 1984; Pooni and Jinks 1978; Pooni, Jinks and Cornish, 1977) . To make these predictions we require estimates of the overall mean (Fm) of the F generation of the cross. For a simple case where an additive genetic, dominance and additive environmental model is adequate, the expected overall mean of is m and it is equal to the average performance of the two parents. For example F for the crosses P1XP2 and P3xP4 are equal to (P1+ P2) and (P3 + P4) respectively. More precise of the F families are also readily obtained from the weighted least squares analysis of the within family variances of basic generations (see Mather and Jinks, 1982 The expectations of Fr,, Tc1S, and Dc1S, for all the single, three way and double crosses are therefore the same as the expectations of their m parameter and these are given in tables 4 and 5.
The expectations of TCIS, and tThJ)cjSr for each of these generations on the 21 parameter model (described in section 3) and in terms of additive genetic components (D) of the six basic generations are tabulated in table 8. These parameters can be used to obtain the proportions of inbred lines that will outperform a standard variety (Si) using the formulae described by Jinks and Pooni (1976) .
PARAMETERS OF SECOND CYCLE HYBRIDS
Toledo, Pooni and Jinks (1984a, h) and Pooni, Jinks and Toledo (1985) have elaborated procedures for predicting the properties of second cycle hybrids which can be produced by intercrossing a random sample of first cycle inbreds extracted from a single cross. According to them the overall mean and variance of a population of second cycle hybrids can be closely approximated to the mean and variance of a random mating population produced from the original hybrid from which the inbred lines were randomly extracted. In their case the F2 generation was most suitable because it represented a random sample of all possible genotypes which could be produced by the random pairing of gametes from the F generation. We extend the same principles to predict the hybrid potentials of the backcross, threeway cross and double cross generations when the hybrids in question are produced by the intercrossing of first cycle inbreds extracted from these ii{(P1 xP2)xP}= m12+d12+h2; may be interested in are the crosses between the (b) for three way crosses the overall mean for say F inbreds extracted from a single cross and a (P1 x P2) p, is recurrent parent which may or may not-be one of the two parental varieties from which the F X P) X P3} inbreds were extracted. The overall mean and
genetic variance of such samples of hybrids usually approximate closely with those of the original cross (c) for double crosses with a common parent, the between the F1 from which F inbreds were overall mean for say ((P1 x P) x (P x P) is derived and the variety to which they were crossed.
ii{(P1 xp2)x(p1 xP3)} For example the distribution of F(P xP2)xP1 crosses approximates closely to that of F(P1 x = SCH{(P2x P3) x P} P2) x P1 in the absence of a linkage disequilibrium.
The same is true for F(P x P) x P3 crosses whose = (m12+ m13)+(h23+2h12+2h13) distribution approximates closelyto that ofF1(P1 x and P2)xP3. Experiments to generate these data are nearing for the same crosses on the model given in table completion and the results will be published in the 7 are: near future. In the meantime we shall use the data (a) o-scH{(P1 x P2) x P} that are already available to make and test the predictions.
=D12+(V1i+
7i. Predictions proportions of random inbred lines that are expected to score smaller than Psmallet or greater than 'largest are then obtained by solving the relevant normal probability integrals (Jinks and Pooni, 1976) . These are tabulated in table 11. The present experiment also allows us to predict the properties of second cycle hybrids which can be produced by (a) randomly mating B inbreds, (b) randomly mating D inbreds, (c) intermating B and D inbreds and (d) the crossing of B and D inbreds with the four parents, V1,V5, V2 and V2. We estimate the overall means SCH and genetic variances (O'SCH) of these populations from the F2, double cross, three way cross or backcross generations (as described in section 6) and make predictions using the formulae devised by Toledo eta!. (1984a, b) and Pooni et a!. (1985) . Again, we use the extreme inbred lines as standard genotypes and obtain for each population the proportions of second cycle hybrids that will score The observed proportions are tabulated alongside predictions in table 12.
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CONCLUSIONS
In the preceding sections we have shown that the standard models of biometrical genetics can be (table 7) . The consequences of having three or four alleles per locus can be accommodated only by confounding their effects with existing parameters in the models (section 3ii). The expected means of the populations of pure breeding lines that are extractable from any cross involving up to four parental varieties can be predicted from estimates of the appropriate components of the means obtained from the basic generations of the six single crosses (section 5 and tables 4 and 5). These provide unbiased estimates and predictions even in the presence of non-allelic interactions if these are explicitly allowed for in the expectations.
The expected variances of the populations of pure breeding lines are inflated in the presence of non-allelic interactions and may be inflated or deflated by a linkage dis-equilibrium depending on whether the predominant phase is coupling or repulsion (Jinks and Pooni, 1976; 1981; 1984) .
Their estimates obtained from the variances of 55 generations are also inflated by non-allelic interactions but not to the same extent and the effect of any linkage dis-equilibrium is greater. Experience has shown, however, that for single crosses the estimates from the early generations are close approximations to the observed variances of the populations of pure breeding lines extractable from them (Jinks and Pooni, 1976; 1981; Pooni and Jinks, 1978; Pooni, Jinks and Jayasekara, 1978) . Since the additive genetical parameters of the single and multiple crosses are the same (tables 9 and 10) we anticipate no problems in predicting the variances of the populations of pure breeding lines extractable from multiple crosses from the variances of early generations in the presence of non-allelic interactions and a linkage disequilibrium.
The means and variances of the 55 early generations also provide estimates of the genetical parameters required to predict the properties of populations of second cycle hybrids (section 6). This allows the procedures for predicting the properties of the second cycle hybrids derivable from the F2 of a single cross (Toledo, Pooni and Jinks, l984a, b; Pooni, Jinks and Toledo, 1985) to be extended to those produced by (a) randomly crossing the pure breeding lines extractable from any generation of a single cross; (b) pairwise crossing of two sets of pure breeding lines each extracted from a different generation of the same or a different cross and (c) backcrossing of the pure breeding lines to any one of the four parental varieties. By combining these predictions with those for pure breeding lines we can discriminate between crosses and generations within crosses on the basis of their relative potentials for producing superior recombinant inbreds and second cycle hybrids and we can formulate the best breeding strategy to harness the potential and to choose the best end product.
A full experimental test of the theory must await the completion of current field experiments.
In the meantime we can draw preliminary conclusions from the results in table II. Some of these are very familiar. For example, the V2 x V12 cross has a higher potential for transgressive segregation leading to superior recombinant inbred lines than the V1 x V5 cross. Thus if we inbreed the F2 or either of the backcross generations (B or B2) of the V2 x V12 cross we have a reasonable probability of producing recombinant inbreds that outperform 'Iargest and Psmaii both for final height and flowering time. A large proportion of the recombinant inbreds extractable from the V1 x V5 cross will, however, flower earlier than smaIlestbut hardly any will transgress for final height or late flowering.
For the V1 x V5 cross the F2 is unconditionally superior to the backcrosses as a source of transgressive inbred segregants. For the V2 x V12 cross, however, the backcrosses are expected to produce a somewhat higher frequency of transgressive inbred segregants than the F2 but in the direction of the backcross parent only and at the expense of a corresponding reduction in frequency in the other direction (table 11) . Because 75 per cent of the genes in the inbred population derived from a first backcross come from one parent a high proportion of these inbreds are expected to cluster around the mean of this parent. For example, if allelic differences of equal effect are segregating at k loci a proportion (k!/r!(k-r)!) (3k/4lo) of the initial lines derivable from a first backcross will have increasing alleles at r more or r less of the k loci than the backcross parent, where r = 0, 1, 2. . . to k This proportion has a maximum when r = 0, that is when the inbred line has the same phenotype as the backcross parent and it falls ofT rapidly as r increases. It is, however, always greater than (k!/r!(k -r)!)()", the corresponding proportion of inbred lines derivable from the F of the same cross, when rO37k but this situation is rapidly reversed when rO37k. In making the predictions we assume that the genotypic distributions of the first cycle inbreds and second cycle hybrids are approximately normal. This will be true, however, only when all known sources of non-normality, namely, unequal gene frequency, dominance, epistasis, linkage disequilibrium and genotype >< environmental interactions are either absent or the non-normalities they produce cancel each other Out (Jinks and Pooni, 1976; Pooni, Jinks and Cornish, 1977; Jinks, 1983;  Toledo, Pooni and Jinks, l984a, h; Pooni, Jinks and Toledo, 1985) . Tn general, therefore, we expect some non-normality in the distributions of inbreds and hybrids. Previous experience, however, suggests that the levels of epistasis, linkage disequilibrium and genotype xenvironmental interactions encountered in practice cause few difficulties and can be accommodated by the general robustness of the prediction procedures. Directional dominance and unequal gene frequencies, particularly in the backcross populations, however, are more serious sources of non-normality. But even these are not expected to cause serious difficulties unless the number of segregating loci (k) is small and the dominance ratio and the degree of gene association in the parents is high.
Finally, the design of experiment we have proposed for predicting the properties of first cycle inhreds and second cycle hybrids takes the shortest possible time of three seasons, i.e., two seasons for producing seed and a third for conducting the experiment. Further, the generations included in this design are often produced by the breeders for other purposes such as evaluation and selection. The genetical analysis we suggest merely requires that these materials be evaluated simultaneously in a single experiment. This in turn provides useful information on the inbreeding and outcrossing potentials of the breeding material and helps in selecting a suitable method of breeding in the initial stages of a breeding programme.
